A Novel Pitch Control System of a Large Wind Turbine Using Two-Degree-of-Freedom Motion Control with Feedback Linearization Control
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Abstract: Pitch Control plays a significant role for a large wind turbine. This study investigates a novel robust hydraulic pitch control system of a large wind turbine. The novel hydraulic pitch control system is driven by a novel high efficiency and high response hydraulic servo system. The pitch controller, designed by two degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) motion control with feedback linearization, is developed to enhance the controllability and stability of the pitch control system. Furthermore, the full-scale testbed of the hydraulic pitch control system of a large wind turbine is developed for practically experimental verification. Besides, the wind turbine simulation software FAST is used to analyze the motion of the blade which results are given to the testbed as the disturbance load command. The 2-DOF pitch controller contains a feedforward controller with feedback linearization theory to overcome the nonlinearities of the system and a feedback controller to improve the system robustness for achieving the disturbance rejection. Consequently, the novel hydraulic pitch control system shows excellent path tracking performance in the experiments. Moreover, the robustness test with a simulated disturbance load generated by FAST is performed to validate the reliability of the proposed pitch control system.
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1. Introduction

Wind energy has become one of the most important renewable energies due to the increasing consumption of fossil energy and the technological advancements in generating power. Therefore, the applications of modern wind energy have not only expanded in recent year, but also been considered as a substitution for nuclear energy in many countries. Besides, the global development of wind farm also emphasizes the importance of large wind turbines.

Modern large wind turbines can be divided into three different types: constant speed, variable pitch control, and variable speed types. A simple strategy with stall control and fixed blade was developed in 1988 [1]. System identification of the dynamic model of wind turbine with experiments was investigated [2]. Subsequently, modeling for the variable speed wind turbine started in the 2000s [3]. In order to extract the optimal power for a wind turbine, torque control was developed, which is also known as region 2 control strategies [4–6]. For region 3 control, pitch control is activated to maintain the maximum output power. Other investigations of how to maintain the output power of the variable speed wind turbine were implemented afterward [7]. The variable speed wind turbine was realized by using robust control [8]. The nonlinear and adaptive control were studied and applied to the variable pitch control for variable speed wind turbine [9]. Besides, the nonlinear control of variable speed wind turbines without wind speed measurement was discussed [10]. The digital
robust control of a wind turbine for the rated-speed and the variable-power operation regime were also developed [11]. Nowadays, the size and power of wind turbine have been grown up to multi-megawatt level [12].

In the Asian countries, which usually suffer from Typhoons and turbulent wind, pitch control type is more appropriate. Through controlling the variable pitch angle of blades, the rotational speed of the wind turbine can be kept to generate rated electric power. Several pitch control strategies have been studied since 2001 [13]. Some advanced pitch control strategies, such as a hybrid controller for all operating regions of wind turbine, were investigated and developed [14]. Furthermore, the reduction of aerodynamic loading releases the torque on rotor shaft, which also prevents the rotor from shutdown, can also reduce the loads on the turbine tower [15]. All these prove the importance of pitch control in the wind turbine. The pitch driving system of wind turbines can be classified into electrical motor driving and hydraulic driving systems. Comparing with electrical motor driving system, hydraulic driving system not only replaces the gear sets to avoid the serious erosion but also enhance the robustness due to the hydraulic cylinder driven mechanism. However, some difficulties such as lower efficiency and higher nonlinearity problems should not be neglected in hydraulic devices.

For the wind turbine, there are several kinds of integral challenges should be taken into consideration including both mechanical part and electrical part. For mechanical part, the delay and synthesis problem may have influences on the pitch system [16,17]. On the other hand, the electrical part such as power grid is another important issue [18].

Recently, high response and high energy efficiency hydraulic systems were proposed [19], which involved an electric-hydrostatic driven system with an AC servo motor and a constant displacement internal gear pump for power-saving motion control. Further, the differences of the electro-hydraulic actuator by using gear pump and electromotor were investigated [20]. Therefore, this study proposes a new hydraulic servo system with an AC servo motor and a constant displacement hydraulic piston pump for achieving both high response and high energy efficiency.

Furthermore, a pitch controller should be designed to implement the novel pitch control system. Several control theories have been used in hydraulic system. For instance, fuzzy control was used in the positioning control of the hydraulic pump-controlled system with variable rotational speed. Adaptive fuzzy controller with self-tuning fuzzy sliding-mode compensation controller was investigated to enhance the position control performance [21,22]. However, a model-based controller usually needs to simplify the nonlinear models so that it is still difficult to be applied in hydraulic systems, especially in wind turbine system due to the high nonlinearity and the difficulty for obtaining the exact model and parameters of hydraulic systems. Therefore, a feedback linearization controller is proposed in this study to solve this problem.

Linearization is one of the most fundamental and effective methods in nonlinear systems, and has played an important role in nonlinear control system theory [23]. The main concept of feedback linearization problem is to transform the nonlinear system into a linear system by designing an appropriate control signal based on system model and tracking target. Brockett [24] has verified and solved for single input case ($m = 1$), while the general case ($m \geq 1$) of feedback linearization problem has been solved by Jakubczyk et al. [25]. Subsequently, this theory was applied to a hydraulic servo system [26,27].

The novel hydraulic pitch control system is a motion control system so that two degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) controller design can be used. To fulfill short motion time and small settling times, a standard 2-DOF controller structure composed of feedback and feedforward theories was proposed [28]. The feedback controller enhances the stability and robustness while the feedforward controller improves the performance of tracking control. Devasia [29] introduced a robust inversion-based feedforward controller for tracking performance in 2000. Thus, plant inversion was discussed to make higher performance such as Torfs [30] released a comparison of two feedforward design in 1998.

Therefore, the novel hydraulic pitch controlled system of large wind turbines, which contains two differential cylinders, the high response hydraulic pump-controlled system with an AC servo
motor, and the pitch controller designed by 2-DOF motion control, are investigated in this study. However, the researches on the hydraulic servo driving pitch control system combining with the hardware-in-the-loop analysis for large wind turbines are still rare. Based on the previous study [21,22], this study improved the testbed from two different aspects: the commercial product for wind turbine controller is usually equipped with simple micro controller. It is important to reduce the computing time when the proposed idea is going to realize to a real wind turbine. The new designed 2-DOF motion controller that has been developed in this study had a great improvement on reducing the computing time when comparing with previous intelligent controller. What’s more, this study also takes the more practical disturbance by integrating the wind turbine simulator “FAST”’. The disturbance profile can be presented as a function of pitch angle and wind speed. Thus, the experiment can be achieved and implemented with a more convincing disturbance profile to guarantee the robustness of this pitch control system.

Thus, a standard 2-DOF controller with feedback and feedforward controller is developed as the pitch controller. Meanwhile, the dynamic performance will be examined by specific disturbances calculated by turbine simulation software FAST [31]. With the help of FAST, the resultant and reacting torque at the blade root caused by aerodynamic force of blade under different wind input can be extracted by this software, and then given to the disturbance system of the test rig. Finally, the developed novel pitch control system controlled by the robust 2-DOF controller will be realized and verified for the pitch path tracking control and path-positioning control by practical experiments in the full-scale testbed under different path profiles, load torques, and wind speed.

2. Test Rig of Novel Hydraulic Pitch Control System

This paper proposes the novel hydraulic pitch control system of wind turbine driven by a variable rotational speed electro-hydraulic pump-controlled system with an AC servo motor, as shown in Figure 1, which consists of two differential cylinders controlled by a variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system. The two hydraulic cylinders are located at the root of a blade. The variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system contains an AC servo motor and a constant displacement piston pump. Due to the closed hydraulic pump-controlled circuit, the inlet and outlet volume flow of the pump must be the same. In this paper, the hydraulic circuits between pump and the two differential cylinders are designed as shown in Figure 1b. By connecting the oil hoses from the pump to the opposite sides of the two cylinders, the resultant piston area then becomes the same for the inlet and outlet of pump. In addition, the torque, generated by the two cylinders to drive the pitch angle motion, is a force couple and can be summed up. Thus, the size of the two differential hydraulic cylinders can be smaller than that driven by only one cylinder.

In order to implement a full-scale experimental analysis of the hydraulic pitch control system for a blade of a 2 MW wind turbine, the test rig of the full-scale hydraulic pitch control system of a 2 MW wind turbine blade driven by a variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system is set up, as shown in Figure 2. The specifications of the main components are listed in Table 1.

Figure 2 is the test rig of hydraulic pump-controlled pitch system. The rotor mass system, which is designed in accordance with the blade of the 2 MW wind turbine serves to simulate its dynamic characteristics so that the rotor mass denotes 2050 kgw and its moment of inertia indicates 1238 kg·m². The disturbance system consists of two hydraulic cylinders and two proportional pressure control valves for adjusting the loading torque that is calculated in the simulation software FAST according to the wind speed. The PC-based control system performs the control strategy and the data acquisition. Therefore, the experimental system of pitch control can be implemented for analyzing the performance of the pitch control system of the large wind turbine under distinct wind speed conditions. The photograph of the test rig of hydraulic pitch control system is show as Figure 3.
Table 1. Specifications of the test rig.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC servo motor</td>
<td>Rated rotational speed: 2000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo motor driver</td>
<td>Max. output power: 7.5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic pump</td>
<td>Swash plate axial piston pump Fixed displacement: 12 mL/rev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic servo cylinder</td>
<td>Single rod double acting cylinder Max. stroke: 810 mm Piston diameter: 50 mm Rod diameter: 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disturbance cylinder system</td>
<td>Single rod double acting cylinder Max. stroke: 400 mm Piston diameter: 50 mm Rod diameter: 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor mass system</td>
<td>Weight: 2050 kgw Moment of inertia: 1238 kg·m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Novel hydraulic pitch control system: (a) pitch control by two hydraulic cylinders; (b) variable-speed hydraulic pump-controlled system.
Figure 2. Test rig of novel variable pitch control system of wind turbine driven by hydraulic pump-controlled dual-cylinder system.

Figure 3. Photograph of test rig of novel hydraulic pitch control system: (a) rotor mass system; (b) variable pump controlled system.

3. Modeling of Novel Hydraulic Pitch Control System

The mathematic models of variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system are derived in Section 3.1. The mechanism of pitch control system and the overall system model transformed into state space equations for controller design are discussed in Section 3.2. The modeling of disturbance is described in Section 3.3.

3.1. Modeling of Hydraulic Pump-Controlled System

The variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system is driven by an AC servo motor motivating a constant displacement piston pump. The controller provided the control signals to regulate the rotational speed of the AC servo motor, and thus the flow rate of pump can be altered by varying input signals. The bandwidth of the AC servo motor is higher than hydraulic system, so its
model can be considered as proportional units. The volume flow equation of the constant displacement pump is:

\[ Q_l = D_l \omega - C_l P_l, \]  

where \( D_l \) denotes the pump displacement; \( C_l \) indicates the pump leakage coefficient; \( P_l \) is the load pressure; \( \omega \) is the rotational speed of AC servo motor. The relationship between the input signals and the rotational speed of AC servo motor is:

\[ \omega = K_a u, \]  

where \( K_a \) is a gain of rotational speed for AC servo motor; \( u \) is the input signal. Then the continuity equation of hydraulic cylinder can be described as:

\[ Q_l = A_e \dot{x} + C_t P_l + \left( \frac{V}{4\beta} \right) P_l, \]  

where \( A_e \) is the piston area; \( \dot{x} \) is the cylinder velocity; \( C_t \) is the leakage coefficient of cylinder; \( V \) is the compressed volume; \( \beta \) is the effective bulk modulus. Then, a function of continuity equation of load pressure in this pump controlled system can be obtained by combining Equation (1) with Equation (3):

\[ D_l \omega = A_e \dot{x} + (C_l + C_t) P_l + \left( \frac{V}{4\beta} \right) P_l, \]  

Finally, this load pressure will push the cylinder rod to drive the blade, here a rotor mass system is replaced, which can be equivalent to a function of Newton’s second law of motion. The motion equation of hydraulic cylinder is shown in Equation (5):

\[ f_h - f_l = A_e \dot{P}_l - f_l = M \ddot{x} + B \dot{x} + Kx, \]  

where \( x \) is the cylinder position; \( f_h \) is the cylinder force; \( f_l \) is the loading force; \( M \) is the mass; \( B \) is the damping ratio; \( K \) is the stiffness coefficient.

### 3.2. The Mechanism of the Hydraulic Pitch Control System

Since the pitch control of the blade is rotational motion, the linear motion equation of hydraulic cylinder in Equation (5) should be transformed into rotational motion equation of blade in accordance with the mechanism. The rotational motion equation of the rotor mass system, which has similar mass and moment of inertia of a blade, is:

\[ T_h = R \times f_h = A_P P_l L_c \sin \phi_2, \]  

where \( R \) is the equivalent force arm. In order to define specific angle \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \), the geometric relationships of mechanism can be expressed as Figure 4. Finally, a set of equations can be derived from Figure 4 to show the relations between specific angle and pitch angle:

\[ \phi_1 = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{L_b}{L_a} \right), \]  

\[ X^2 = L_a^2 + L_c^2 - 2L_aL_c\cos(\phi_1 + \theta), \]  

\[ \phi_2 = \cos^{-1} \left[ \left( \frac{L_a^2 + X^2 - L_c^2}{2L_aX} \right) \right], \]  

\[ X^2 = L_a^2 + L_c^2 - 2L_aL_c\cos(\phi_1 + \theta), \]  

\[ X / \sin(\phi_1 + \theta) = L_c / \sin(\phi_2), \]

where \( X \) is the total length of hydraulic cylinder from the end of the cylinder chamber; \( R_b \) is the radius of a blade root; \( L_a, L_b, L_c \) are the length of mechanisms.
Finally, the overall system equation can be summarized as state equation as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_1 \omega - C_1 P_l &= A_2 \dot{X} + C_1 P_l + (V / 4 \beta) \dot{P}_l, \\
A_2 P_l R \sin \phi_2 &= f \dot{\theta} + D \dot{\theta} + C \theta
\end{align*}
\]

where \( J \) is the moment inertia of rotor mass system; \( D \) is the damping coefficient; \( C \) is the stiffness coefficient. Through transforming Equation (13), the state equations of the variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system can be achieved:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2(t) \\
\dot{x}_2 &= x_3(t) \\
\dot{x}_3 &= -\sum_{i=1}^{3} a_i x_i(t) + g(\chi)u + d(\chi) = f(\chi) + g(\chi)u + d(\chi),
\end{align*}
\]

\[
x = \begin{bmatrix} x_1(t) & x_2(t) & x_3(t) \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} \theta(t) & \dot{\theta}(t) & P_l(t) \end{bmatrix}^T.
\]

(13)

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2 \\
\dot{x}_2 &= -\frac{D}{J} x_2 - \frac{C}{J} x_1 + \frac{A_2 R}{J} \frac{L_c \sin(\phi_1 + \chi)}{\sqrt{R^2 + L_c^2 - 2L_c \cos(\phi_1 + \chi)}} x_3 \\
\dot{x}_3 &= -\frac{4 \beta A_2}{ \sqrt{R^2 + L_c^2 - 2L_c \cos(\phi_1 + \chi)}} x_3 + \frac{4 \beta C}{ \sqrt{R^2 + L_c^2 - 2L_c \cos(\phi_1 + \chi)}} x_3 + \frac{4 \beta D \omega}{ \sqrt{R^2 + L_c^2 - 2L_c \cos(\phi_1 + \chi)}} u
\end{align*}
\]

(15)

3.3. Modeling of Disturbance System

The loading torques of a wind turbine blade under different pitch angles and wind speeds can be calculated by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software AeroDyn integrated in the software FAST (Golden, CO, USA). In order to derive the model of the disturbance system, the resultant loading torques at the blade roots are extracted via FAST where the turbine model is established based on a practical 2 MW wind turbine installed in Taiwan. Table 2, which lists the loading torques of the wind turbine blade under different pitch angles and wind speeds, can be formulated as Equation (16) through curve fitting.

\[
T_d = -390 + 170.9 v_w - 92.96 \theta - 0.39 v_w^2 - 0.24 v_w \theta - 3.73 \theta^2,
\]

(16)
where $T_d$ is the loading torque, $\nu_w$ denotes the input wind speed. If a desired trajectory of pitch angle and the wind speed $\nu_w$ are given, the loading torque $T$ can be obtained according to Equation (16), and will be given to the disturbance system of the test rig in the experiment.

**Table 2.** The disturbance torque under different pitch angles and wind speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Pitch Angle (°)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1428 (Nm)</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1600 (Nm)</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1765 (Nm)</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1929 (Nm)</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2114 (Nm)</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2266 (Nm)</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2420 (Nm)</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2554 (Nm)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2707 (Nm)</td>
<td>2138</td>
<td>1355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2830 (Nm)</td>
<td>2307</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Pitch Controller Design

To realize the novel hydraulic pitch control system, the pitch controller has to be designed firstly. A feedback linearization controller is developed in this study for realizing the path control of the pitch angle in the novel hydraulic pitch control system. However, some uncertainties and mismatch between the experiment and mathematic model still exist. To solve this problem, the two degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) standard control with feedback and feedforward controller is developed in this study. Section 4.1 introduces the conception of feedback linearization theory. Then stability analysis and pitch controller design are derived in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 introduces the model reference control of a 2-DOF standard controller combining with feedback linearization controller to improve the pitch control system robustness in experiments.

4.1. Theory of Feedback Linearization Control

For a nonlinear system, a state-space nonlinear model can be expressed as Equation (17):

\[
\dot{x} = f(x) + g(x)u, \\
y = h(x)
\]

(17)

Assume $x$ as an $n$-dimensional vector of state variables and can be described with physical situation. The state feedback control law can be derived as Equation (18) if the nonlinear function $g(x)$ is non-zero in the operating region. The block diagram is illustrated in Figure 5.

\[
u = (v - f(x))/g(x),
\]

(18)

![Figure 5. Block diagram of feedback linearization theory.](image)

Substitute Equation (18) into Equation (17) to linearize the map between the tracking command $v$ and the system output $y$. Therefore, a linear controller can be designed to satisfy the control objectives.
In case that some nonlinear forms may exist in the system and some states have no relation with the system input $u$, the stability of the zero dynamics is necessary for closed-loop stability.

4.2. Feedback Linearization Control Design for Pitch Controller

4.2.1. Stability Analysis

For the stability analysis, it is reasonable to conjecture that the global stability of the zero dynamics is sufficient for a feedback linearized system to be globally stable. Assume a closed-loop system comprised of a nonlinear system and a well-tuned linearized controller, and then Equation (17) can be rewritten as:

$$\dot{\xi} = A\xi$$

$$\dot{\eta} = q(\xi, \eta)$$  (19)

where $\xi$ is linear state variables, $\eta$ is nonlinear state variables, and $A$ is a linear matrix.

Since the state variables $\xi$ converge to zero due to the linear characteristics, the closed-loop trajectories can be well controlled. Furthermore, some assumption must be applied to the second equation of Equation (19):

$$\eta = q(0, \eta) \text{ for } t \to \infty$$  (20)

Equation (20) is known as zero dynamics, which means the nonlinear systems are said to be minimum phase with its zero dynamics. Because the zero dynamics are assumed to be globally stable, the state variables $\eta$ converge to zero and so does the closed-loop system. However, this argument is correct if the relative degree $r = 1$. It does not hold in general if $r \geq 2$. Therefore, the relative degree of pitch control system should be calculated by differentiating the output state of Equation (17), and then combine the state equations of variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system in Equation (15) so as to alter to Equation (21):

$$\begin{align*}
    \dot{y} &= x_1 \\
    \dot{\dot{y}} &= \dot{x}_1 = x_2 \\
    \ddot{y} &= \ddot{x}_2 = \left\{ \frac{-D(-Dx_2 - Cx_1 + A_e R \cos(x_1/2) \cdot x_3)}{J} + \frac{A_e R L_c [\cos(\phi_1 + x_1) \cdot x_2 - \sin(\phi_1 + x_1) \cdot X] \cdot x_3 / X^2}{J} + 4 \beta A_e R \sin \phi_2(A_e \cdot X - C_e x_3) / JV + A_e R \sin \phi_2 4 \beta D_e u / JV \right\},
    \end{align*}$$  (21)

Compared Equation (17) with Equation (21), both of them are 3rd order state equations so that the internal state is a zero order equation. This means the relative degree of the variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system is $0$ ($r = 0$). Thus, the controllability of this system is valid and proved.

4.2.2. Controller Design

Since the stability of the system has been verified, we can determine a third order state equation of external state $y$ in Equation (22) where the output state variable $y_1$ equals to the state variable $x_1$ in this study:

$$\begin{align*}
    \ddot{y} &= \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} y \\ \dot{y} \\ \ddot{y} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \ddot{y},
    \end{align*}$$  (22)

Consider this model as a nonlinear state feedback system, and the control objectives can be achieved with a nonlinear static state feedback control law of the form. According to Equation (18), we can simplify the expression of external equation as:
\[ u = (-\beta(x) + v + \bar{y}) / \alpha(x), \] (23)

where \( \alpha(x) \) and \( \beta(x) \) are nonlinear functions which can be referenced from the forth equation of Equation (21). Thus, the control law linearizes the map between tracking target \( v \) and output state variable \( y_1 \).

Define the tracking target \( v \) internets of the tracking error factor \( E \) and the state feedback gain \( K_r \) from Equation (23). By setting the desired poles for the linearized system, a proper feedback gain \( K_r \) is determined. Then we denote the error vector as a matrix of error state which is obtained from the differences between the desired path and the current path. Thus, system can achieve path trajectory control and the desired path \( y_d \) can approach \( y_1 \) if the target \( v \) converges to zero. Thus, the tracking target \( v \) can be derived as a function of tracking error factor \( E \) in Equation (24).

\[ v = K_r \cdot E, \] (24)

After the feedback gain is determined by the outer state of linear system in Equation (22), the designed control input \( u \) is able to be calculated. With different control objectives, three desired poles are confirmed by using pole placement to implement an appropriate control performance:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
p_1 & p_2 & p_3
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
-50 & -10 + 5i & -10 - 5i
\end{bmatrix},
\] (25)

Therefore, the state feedback gain \( K_r \) can be obtained.

\[ K_r = \begin{bmatrix}
50 & 50 & 110 & 1 & 70
\end{bmatrix}, \] (26)

Finally, a feedback linearization control input can be achieved in Equation (27):

\[ u = (-\beta + K_r E + y^{(r)}) / \alpha, \] (27)

### 4.3. Feedback Linearization Control Design for Pitch Controller

A high performance requirement of motion system can use the two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) controller structure, as shown in Figure 6, where \( F(s) \), \( C(s) \), and \( P(s) \) indicate the feedforward controller, the feedback controller, and the model plant respectively. Since the system is considered as a linear time-invariant plant, the objective is to minimize the tracking error function, which can be expressed as [24]:

\[ e/y_d = 1 - PF/1 + PC = S(1 - PF), \] (28)

where \( S = (1 + PC)^{-1} \) is a sensitivity function. This strategy works well as the feedforward controller \( F \) is as close as the inverse of \( P \). In other words, the error function converges to zero as \( PF \to 1 \). In fact, several factors make feedforward controller \( F \) far away from \( P^{-1} \), such as nonlinearity and unmeasurable parameters. Besides, the feedforward controller is usually designed as a linear time invariant plants. A typical way to design feedforward controller in industry is acceleration feedforward [24], which is always tuned online with a simple gain to correct the uncertainty of overall loop gain. However, instead of the conventional feedforward controller, this study proposes the feedback linearization control in Equation (27) to design the feedforward controller. The designed feedback linearization control input \( u(x) \) compensates the nonlinear system to serve as a third-order linear dynamic system in Section 4.2, and helps the feedforward control input \( \tilde{u} \) overcome the nonlinearity of the testbed of the novel hydraulic pitch control system. Other mismatches like unknown disturbance and parameter mismatches can be solved by the feedback controller designed by PID control. Thus, this new control input \( u^* \), a summation of the feedforward control input \( \tilde{u} \) and the feedback control input \( \hat{u} \), can not only enhance the tracking performance with the feedforward controller, but also guarantee the robust stability by applying the feedback controller.
Thus, the feed forward controller input $\tilde{u}$ can be replaced with the calculated input from Equation (27). By summing the feedforward control input $\tilde{u}$ and feedback input $\hat{u}$, a 2 DOF controller input can be achieved as Equation (29):

$$u^* = \tilde{u} + \hat{u}$$

$$\tilde{u} = u = (-\beta + K_2 \dot{y} + y^{(r)}) / \alpha'$$

Finally, for implementing the controller to the real test rig, some specific problem should be solved. The rotary encoder used in our system has only 18,000 pulses per cycle. Although resolution can be improved through quadrature, it is still not appropriate to get the angular velocity by directly taking numerical derivative of the measured angle, especially when the motion is slow under high sampling frequency [32]. Thus, the system can be estimated well in this test rig to reduce the influence of high frequency noisy.

\[\text{Figure 6. Block diagram of standard two degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) controller in motion system.}\]

5. Experiments of Novel Hydraulic Pitch Control System

This section contains two different parts to verify the novel hydraulic pitch control system and the controller design. The 2-DOF controller combining with feedback linearization controller is implemented to improve the robustness of the system. The overall system works under “Real-time Windows Target” in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Figure 7 illustrates the overall system of hardware-in-the-loop for the wind turbine pitch control system. Finally, the experimental results show an excellent response in tracking performance and disturbance rejection.

5.1. Model Validation

It is important to verify the correspondence between the derived model and the practical experimental system, which affects the tracking control performance of the pitch controller in the experiment of the test rig. The load pressure and the pitch angle are compared with a step input. Figure 8 shows the comparison result with input signal $u = 1$; Figure 8a represents the time response of input signal, while Figure 8b–d expresses the consistence with experiment and model simulation result in dynamic response of system state, respectively. Although some difference of load pressure between model simulation and experimental measurement exist due to the nonlinearities that cannot be considered in the model, the model is sufficient for the controller design of the 2-DOF controller for pitch control.
5.2. Experiments of Path-Positioning Control and Path Control

In order to realize the path tracking control and positioning control simultaneously, a jerk-free path profile of 5th order polynomial is given. Figure 9 shows the experimental result of the path-positioning control with pitch angle stroke of 20° in 20 s, including the pitch angle response in Figure 9a, the pitch angle control error in Figure 9b, and the comparison of 2-DOF control signals and feedforward control signals in Figure 9c. The pitch angle tracking error during the motion can achieve within ±0.1°.
Furthermore, Figure 9c schematically depicts that the inverse feedforward control signals $u$ are much closer to the input signals $u^*$ such that the effect of the feedback linearization control applied to the 2-DOF controller can be proved. Thus, the performance of the novel pitch control system driven by the variable rotational speed hydraulic pump-controlled system can be confirmed.

Besides, the control results of the 2-DOF motion controller in Figure 9 also show excellent performance in path-positioning control. Moreover, for further comparing the performance of path-positioning control, a performance criterion, Integral of Absolute Error (IAE) is used.

$$\text{IAE} = \int |e|dt$$

(30)

As shown in Figure 9d, the 2-DOF motion controller implements a good pitch control performance. The value of IAE of the 2-DOF motion controller can be kept within 0. Thus, the 2–DOF motion performance significantly.

The bi-directional motion of the novel pitch control system can be performed by implementing with the path control of a sinusoidal path with amplitude of $15^\circ$ and period of $40\text{ s}$, as shown in Figure 10. The experimental results schematically depicts that the path tracking control of the pitch angle can be achieved well, and the control error can be kept within $\pm 0.5^\circ$. The feedforward controller fits even more perfectly in sinusoidal path than 5th order trajectory. The IAE value of the 2-DOF controller still keeps the IAE less than 0.5. Therefore, the validity of the path-positioning control with the 2-DOF controller can be proved, and the excellent response with the compensation of 2-DOF motion controller can be confirmed.
5.3. Disturbance Rejection of Pitch Control System

With the purpose of investigating the robustness of the developed novel pitch control system controlled by the 2-DOF controller, the disturbance loading torque is inserted through setting the pressure proportional valves in the disturbance system. Figure 11 shows the experimental results of the path-positioning control of the pitch angle with stroke of 15° in 20 s under the loading torque calculated by the disturbance system model derived in Equation (17) where the practical measurement results of wind speed of a 2MW wind turbine in Taiwan are given. The disturbance loading torque is inserted during the path-positioning control. The control error of pitch angle can be kept within about 0.5° in Figure 11b. Thus, the robust control performance of the proposed pitch control system by the 2-DOF controller is verified. In Figure 11c, the feedback controller compensates the loads from disturbance to guarantee the tracking performance.

In sinusoidal path control, a high frequency disturbance was loaded to the rotor-mass system to simulate a high fluctuating wind input. As illustrated in Figure 12, the tracking performance was still guaranteed by feedforward controller and the feedback controller rejects the high frequency loads.
Figure 11. Experimental results of path-positioning control of pitch angle with stroke 15° in 20 s and load torque: (a) Pitch angle response; (b) Pitch angle error; (c) Comparison of control signals; (d) Disturbance load.

Figure 12. Experimental results sinusoid path control of pitch angle with amplitude of 15°, period 40 s and load torque: (a) pitch angle response; (b) pitch angle error; (c) comparison of input signals; (d) disturbance load.
6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel hydraulic pitch control system of wind turbines driven by a variable rotational speed pump-controlled hydraulic system controlled by the 2-DOF controller. In order to implement practical experiments of the pitch control, the full-scale test rig of the hydraulic pitch control system of a 2 MW wind turbine’s blade driven by the variable rotational speed pump-controlled hydraulic servo system is set up. Besides, to accomplish the pitch control in the proposed novel pitch control system, the 2-DOF controller combining feedback controller with feedforward controller has been developed to design the pitch controller. A more progress and improvement regards to the previous work, this study developed a 2-DOF motion controller with feedback linearization which not only simplified the controller but also guarantee the tracking performance when comparing with previous study. Therefore, the proposed novel pitch control system has been realized and verified by the path tracking control and the path-positioning control of the pitch angle by implementing the practical experiments in the full-scale test rig under different path profiles, including a 5th order polynomial and a sinusoidal profile. Furthermore, the 2-DOF controller can improve the robustness and the stability due to the excellent response by loading an unmeasurable disturbance generated by the simulated disturbance profile by the wind turbine simulation software FAST. This new designed disturbance profile makes the experiment test bed more convincible and increase the possibility of realizing the hydraulic pump controlled pitch system to a real wind turbine. Finally, the experiment of the path control of pitch angle under random wind speed and load torque has been implemented with excellent control performance.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

FAST Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures and Turbulence
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DOF Degree Of Freedom
IAE Integral of Absolute Error
AeroDyn AeroDynamic
AC Alternating Current
MATLAB MATrix LABoratory
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